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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Market Opportunity 

Demand for electronic hardware is projected to increase from USD 45 billion in 2009 to USD 400 billion by 

2020.Growth of ESDM is of special economic and strategic importance for India. National Policy on 

Electronics has also been released which contain numerous initiatives for development of ESDM sector in 

India. If all goes well, India will not need to import to meet domestic needs but will also become the export 

hub to meet the global demand for Electronic System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM). Government of 

India has identified the growth of electronics hardware manufacturing sector as a key thrust area and DeitY is 

in process of taking action for implementation of recommendations in form of Setting up of a mission to 

implement schemes & policies, Industry Incentivization, Eco-system development and Attracting investment 

in ESDM sector. To achieve these business concepts, ESDM would proactively engage all the stakeholders to 

chalk out a concrete plan. 

 

1.2 Communication objective 

To create more awareness about initiatives being taken by the Government, it was decided to undertake a 

Communications Need Assessment study with all stakeholders for promotion of investment in this sector. 

The objective of the communication is to make all the stakeholders aware about the challenge/ 

opportunity in the sector. It is also conceived to build “Made in India” as leading global brand in electronic 

products, and Establish “Brand” for India as a destination for ESDM sector. Detailed objectives of this 

Communications Campaign are: 

(i) To build “Made in India” as leading global brand in electronic products.  

(ii) To establish “Brand” for India as a destination for ESDM sector 

(iii) To build confidence amongst domestic manufacturing industry that manufacturing in 

electronics is a preferred choice. 

(iv) To create awareness among all stakeholders about the importance of the sector for economic 

growth of the country. 

(v) To bring about a culture of innovation and product development in ESDM sector. 

(vi) Heightened awareness regarding initiatives taken by Government to increase investment in 

ESDM sector   

(vii) To make academia and students aware of this sunrise sector to attract greater talent to the 

sector to meet the intellectual and human resource requirements of the sector 

(viii) Motivate existing and potential investors, both foreign and domestic to invest in ESDM sector 

(ix) Create a demand-driven atmosphere which would propel the ESDM sector 

 

Intended Output/ Outcomes are: 

(i) Establish “Brand” for India as a destination for ESDM sector 

(ii) Help achieve heightened awareness among stakeholders about the initiative & its schemes 

(iii) Motivate existing and potential investors, both foreign and domestic to invest in  ESDM sector 

in India. 

(iv) Make academia and students aware of this sunrise sector to attract greater talent to the sector 

to meet the intellectual and human resource requirements of the sector 

(v) Create a demand-driven atmosphere which would propel the ESDM sector 
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2. Research Design  

 

Based on brief given by DeitY for the Study (Annexure I), following Research Objectives were arrived at. 

 

2.1 Research Objectives 

1. To Measure & Evaluate the current standing of India from product and services offerings and 

attractiveness to ESDM as preferred engagement sector as compared to the opportunities for the other 

sectors 

2. To understand the Unanimity / Diversion in Thoughts across different stakeholders 

3. Provide an Actionable guide for implementable areas in providing desired perception building 

4. Streamlining the appropriate Branding approach for unanimity of “Made in India” brand perception for 

the ESDM sector. 

 

2.2 Research Approach and Methodology  

 

The study captures ESDM brand read at two levels. 

 
Country level (ESDM in India vs. ESDM in other countries): At a global level, whenever anyone talks 

about ESDM industry, they just talk about India in the same breath. Thus, those countries will be identified 

which are the “Most talked” about when it comes to ESDM and then India’s association will be compared to 

their association on the top relevant parameters at the country level. This will enable us to formulate a 

strategy on where exactly will India fit into the global scene. 

 

Sector level (within India, ESDM vs. all the other sectors): When people talk about investment 

opportunities within the country, ESDM must come to their mind. So, the task is to identify the sectors that 

are considered as “good investment opportunities” in India. After this, ESDM’s association will be compared 

to those sectors’ associations with the top relevant parameters at the sector level. This would allow us to 

formulate a plan on how to attract investments from within the country. 
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3. Respondents in this Study 

Fifteen (15) different types of stakeholders were identified who touch upon the ESDM sector in various 

capacities. These stakeholders were identified as: 
  Stakeholders  Sample proposed  Sample achieved  

1.  Product Manufacturers  120 102 

2.  Component Manufacturers  20 31 

3.  Raw Materials Suppliers  10 20 

4.  Importers 45 41 

5.  Government bodies  60 50 

6.  Media  26 27 

7.  Trade bodies  6 8 

8.  Research Institutions  5 9 

9.  Financial institutions  30 31 

10.  Wholesalers and Retailers  735 801 

11.  E-waste Dealers  237 189 

12.  Maintenance  550 596 

13.  Students 1400 1420 

14.  Faculty 140 140 

15.  Consumers 4000 4209 

 Total  7384 7674 

 

On the basis of the commonality within segment & differences across engagement levels and perception 

towards the ESDM (basis study findings), the stakeholders are grouped into Five broad Stakeholder 

segments. Criterion of segmentation was on the following three parameters: 

1. Level of awareness of the ESDM sector 

2. Perception towards India as an investment destination in the ESDM sector, and  

3. The perception towards ESDM as a preferred sector to invest in   

Stakeholders were categorized as: 
 Key Character Descriptor  

 Doers Direct engagement in the manufacturing business 

 Enablers In-direct engagement with the business 

 Facilitators The opinion leaders 

 Potential torch bearers Academia 

 Users The Consumers 

 
Figure 1: Five Stakeholders  
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4. Methodology  

 

4.1 Qualitative Pilot Study  

As many as forty respondents across segments and sectors were met Face To Face and interviewed in depth, 

in order to get a detailed sense of the evaluation parameters. These parameters laid the foundation for 

understanding the communication needs. The broader parameters of framing the Questionnaire (Annexure 

IV) and criterion for enrolment of respondents (Annexure II) were arrived at and through these depth 

interviews provided key inputs for the Quantitative exercise that followed.  

 

4.2 Quantitative  

As many as 7674 respondents were met across 15 types of stakeholders, covering 88 cities/ towns & 11 

industry representation. A pre-designed questionnaire was administered FACE TO FACE in order to quantify 

the strengths of the parameters that were core to the communication inputs.  

 

4.3 Research Frame work 

Among these Stakeholders we needed to understand: 

 Where are we?: This question has helped us to understand the current perceptions about the ESDM 

sector and India. Our inherent strengths and also our weakness along with the current need-gaps will be 

identified. 

 Where do we have to go?: This has helped us to answer “What we aspire to become?” This will be on 

two levels, that is, which country India would want to emulate and which sector would ESDM be 

benchmarked against. 

 How to go there?: After having understood our current location and the final destination, it is imperative 

to narrow down on the parameters which make the desired country / sector so desirable and what are the 

weak points of ESDM. 

  

To understand this, and see various possibilities of talking to stakeholders, two pronged approach, involving 

Broadcasting and Narrowcasting was arrived at. 

 
Figure 2: Research framework 

 
A questionnaire was developed and based on criterion for enrolment of respondents; it was executed to 

collect response with respect to research objective.  
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5. Analysis and Findings: Current Position 

 

 
Figure 3: Stages for finding the current position 

 

5.1 Response to Imagery Statements 

Few imagery statements were drawn to understand the Current level of awareness/ familiarity, perception and 

top of mind awareness. Following is the response by various Stakeholders to these imagery statements on 

ESDM.  

 
Imagery 

Statements 

Stakeholder Expressions 

Good growth 

prospects 

 

“There has been an increase in demand for products” 

“Have seen new Indian brands in telecom and computer peripherals' market”  

“Positive outlook can help attain good growth against international competition” 

“It’s booming and will grow” 

"Products will be with new and better technology" 

"Higher quality products are coming in market" 

"More opportunity is available to enter this sector" 

"Good return on investment" 

"Many new companies are coming in this sector and providing competition to existing brand" 

"An emerging market which if handled well can be maintained well in near future" 

“India – A 

Manufacturing 

hub” : - A big 

challenge  

“It’s not a manufacturing base. It’s only seen as an assembling country as the basic building blocks 

are missing“ 

“All assembled in India but manufactured abroad” 

“Slightly less electronics products are manufactured than before” 

“Our demand is fulfilled from abroad” 

“Poor and very sad state we are lagging behind other developed nations by 15 years” 

“Neither do we have the scale of China nor the Technological know-how of Japan”  

“Whatever little manufacturing exists, it is being killed by substandard imports which are cheaper” 

“Sector has potential but we need clarity about where exactly we are placed in the global scenario 

and what is our aspiring position” 

More support 

needed from the 

Government. 

“We are a scattered lot and are suffering from lop sided taxation and we are facing resources and 

technology crunches” 

“Need lot of improvement in policies and commitment from the govt.” 

“Indian Govt. should reduce the taxes” 
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Need for 

investment in 

R&D and 

Technology 

“Lack of technology and less focus on R&D leading to higher product costs” 

“IPR is not much developed here and we lack R&D infrastructure” 

“Industrial R&D is negligible. Government is putting effort to increase academic R&D but 

commercial products will only come from Industrial R&D “ [Though there is sufficient Government 

support for Academic R&D, a clear link with the Industrial players (companies) must be established ] 

“We have a culture of “Jugaad” which needs to be changed” 

“Country should have political will to absorb technology coming through R&D” 

“There is hardly any base on domestic expertise and innovation” 

"Infrastructure and R&D are needed" 

"Lack of proper technology" 

"Lack of areas to do experiment" 

"Need to invest more in R&D and technology" 

Some positive 

vibes do exist 

 

“India has done fairly well in few segments like semiconductor designs and telecom products & to 

some extent in consumer electronics” 

“Currently in areas like solar power, India has high opportunity, however low cost Chinese products 

dominate the market” 

“Slight developments in new products have been observed” 

Stable quality 

of products 

 

“Higher quality products are available with good technology” 

“Technologically superior products exist in the market” 

“Market supports products which are good” 

  

5.2 General perception about India made products Vs foreign made products 

 Across attributes in general, India Made Products are behind Foreign Made Products. However within 

the dimensions, the Foreign Made Products have a relatively stronger association for “Best in Class”, 

“Latest in Technology” and “Innovation”. These associations are consistent across all stakeholder 

segments.  

 On the other hand, Indian Made Products get associated with “Better quality service/products” and 

“Value for Money”. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Response to Attributes of Foreign v/s Indian Products  

 

 When it comes to association of countries with ESDM, India falls onto the top 3 along with Japan (No 1) 

and China (no 2). This is true across stakeholders except Influencers. This clearly indicates that for the 
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communication of “India ESDM” brand the influencer segment would require additional/Special effort in 

the ESDM communication package. 

 

 
Figure 5: Country association with ESDM 

 

 Though India falls in the same basket of top 3 countries associated with ESDM, the contextual 

expectations from each country are different.  

 Japanese products are expected to be “Innovative and technologically advanced”. It is believed that all 

major “NEW” technological products originate from this country.  

 China is better known as “mass manufacturing hub”. Its manufacturing excellence is predominantly due 

to the support from the government and their ability to manufacture products on a large scale. However, 

there are some negative association with China in terms of quality of products.  

 Indian origin products stand for “Consistent high quality of products & services”. There is a very positive 

outlook towards the huge demand within the country. Indian products are considered to be “value for 

money “and India is known to have the “best manpower” for this sector.  

 Association of ESDM Sector with countries 
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Figure 6: Associations of Different Countries across Stakeholders 
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     Figure: Association with Japan   Figure: Association with China 

 

 
Figure 7: Association with India 

 

 

5.3 SWOT: Stakeholders perception (Our Strengths) 

 
Imagery 

Statements 

Stakeholder Expressions 

 Direct Engagement  Influencers  Academia  

Strength of 

human 

resource  

"Cheap labour is available”  

"Trained manpower exists”  

"Lots of people have engineering 

knowledge in our country”  

"Lots of skilled people in 

electronic design are available in 

India"  

"Huge talent pool"  

 

“Our people have both, technical 

and managerial skills”  

“We have good intellectual 

capital base”  

“Indian brains are better than 

others”  

“Availability of skilled manpower 

at reasonable cost”  

“Country of entrepreneurs 

encourage small scale industries 

to develop”  

“Our intellectual strength in IT 

sector can be leverage d as in 
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today’s market 60% value add is 

to any hardware equipment is 

done through software”  

Value for 

 money  

 

“Real value for money services 

are offered”  

“Due to huge demand within 

India we can make cost effective 

products” 

“Indian companies manufacture 

products at a vey low cost” 

  

Consistent 

quality of 

product & 

services  

Assurance regarding quality is 

there 

Consistency in quality of products 

 

  

Massive 

market 

potential  

 “ We have a large market which 

is untapped”  

“The large demand should help to 

create a brand in India for 

ESDM”  

“There is high demand from 

consumers”  

“Our domestic market is large and 

captive”  

“Domestic consumption itself is 

so substantial that exploiting that 

in itself is very lucrative”  

 

Consistent 

quality of 

product 

and 

services  

 

 “We have good after-sales and 

support service”  

“After sales and support are 

consistent”  

“Our products have good quality 

which is consistent”  

 

Low cost 

of 

production  

 

 “Our products are manufactured 

at a fairly competitive rate”  

“Our products provide good 

quality at reasonable rates”  

 

"Our products are cost efficient" 

"Competitive pricing exists due to 

low manufacturing cost" 

"Cheaper products with lots of 

innovation are made here"  

Manpower 

which is 

capable 

and 

economical  

 

  "We export manpower to foreign 

countries" 

"People here have technological 

know-how" 

"We have hardworking and 

knowledgeable  people " 

"Our manpower is our strength" 

"Skilled human resources are 

present in abundance"  

Good 

quality 

of product 

and 

services  

 

  “Our servicing is best in class”  

“Any and every part is repaired in 

India”  

“Services given by manufacturing 

companies is good”  

“Our servicing is economical 

even for world class hardware 

repairing”  

“We make cheaper products with 

lots of innovation as China does 

but with good quality & 

reliability.”  
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Figure 8: Country Perception on ESDM (Graphical Representation) 
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China, Singapore and Thailand are known for their “Favourable import/export policies”. China also has “Trend setters” and 

“Supportive government policies” associated with it. Japan and Indonesia are known for their “Globally renowned products/brand” 

and “Regular Investment in R&D”. India is known for “Ease of sourcing from the market” and “Prod and services with high level of 

precision” (consistency of product quality) 

 
5.4 SWOT Insights on progressively building over strengths/ opportunities 

 The current inherent (internal) STRENGTH of ESDM is governed by the fact that there is a “Strong 

potential for internal consumption” itself. This is backed by the fact that stakeholders believe that Indian 

products are “Consistent in Quality” & India has enough existing “Talented manpower”. 

 As a way forward, it is important to communicate the BIG picture to the prospective 

investors/stakeholders that there is enough “Immediate” potential for addressing the “Domestic demand” 

itself in promoting the ESDM sector. Hence, this communication can be restricted /Prioritised to the 

Facilitators Segment).  

 The WEAKNESS stems from the fact that currently “We lack infrastructure & manufacturing facilities”. 

The belief is that the desired importance is not been given to this sector.  

 The OPPORTUNITY lies in the fact that the stakeholders are looking forward for a “Single window 

solution for ESDM”. Most stakeholders are unclear on the current/future availability of facilities 

including: infrastructure, R&D, Technical knowhow (some of which, they believe already exist). 

 

5.5 SWOT: Stakeholders perception (Our Weaknesses) 

 
Imagery 

Statements 

Stakeholder Expressions 

 Direct Engagement  Influencers  Academia  

More 

support 

required 

from 

Governme

nt  

 

"Good govt. policies with firm 

commitment from state and 

central govt. for long term 

planning are required" 

"Businessman industrialist are not 

supported" 

"Basic policies are not conducive 

fro a manufacturer" 

"Complex admin procedures with 

too many agencies to deal with 

before starting" 

"Erratic tax structure is 

confusing" 

"Labour laws are poorly made"  

“Political policy-paralysis exists”  

“Inconsistency in govt. policies”  

“Improper implementation of 

govt. schemes”  

“Too much bureaucratic. No  

single window clearance scheme”  

“Policies are very old, they must 

be more flexible”  

“Govt. polices on taxation must 

be uniform”  

“Need to work on import-export 

policies”  

“No adequate focus and support 

from government to develop 

infrastructure”  

“Policy implementation is a 

problem”  

“Lack of good government 

policies towards export and 

import “  

“Provide support to small scale 

industry”  

“Weakness in the processes of 

policy formulation & the creation 

of an environment of growth” 

We lack 

latest 

technology 

and ability 

to innovate  

 

"Most sort after technologies are 

not there with us" 

"Latest technology is not used in 

our products" 

"High end Technology is too 

expensive for us" 

"High end technology is procured 

from abroad" 

"Inability to innovate"  

"We are very poor at innovating 

products" 

"Not much investment is done in 

R&D" 

  

We are not 

known for 

innovation  

 

  “We are not known for 

innovation in ESDM sector”  

“Need to bring a culture of 

innovation”  

“Try to get new technologies 

from abroad or try to develop 
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them within the country”  

Employme

nt-ready 

manpower 

is missing  

 

"We are losing well-qualified 

manpower to other countries" 

"Scientists are moving to other 

countries in search of better 

facilities" 

"Gap between industrial training 

and educational is wide" 

"Education needs to be as per 

industry  expectations" 

  

Lack of  

Infrastructu

re & 

manufactur

ing 

facilities  

 

“Infrastructure is lacking in our 

country”  

“Demand for power & energy is 

high but supply is low”  

“We need to improve the 

manufacturing infrastructure”  

“No facility to manufacture 

international standard products”  

 “Energy is not readily available”  

“We have no manufacturing 

facilities available”  

“India have no infrastructure”  

 

Infrastructu

re is 

lacking  

 

 “Lack of facilities to produce 

components and parts in the 

current production system”  

“Unavailability of infrastructure 

for ESDM”  

“Local facilities are lacking” 

 

Sufficientl

y  

trained 

manpower 

 is missing  

 

 “There is a big gap between 

employability and  the education 

imparted”  

“Hardware designing 

competencies are non-existent”  

“We lack  good engineers and 

other human resources”  

“Lack of problem solving skills in 

our people”  

 

Not much 

importance 

given to 

research  

 

 “Lack of R&D support”  

“Patent laws are not implemented 

properly”  

“For R&D, academic- industry 

relationship is critical which is not 

there”  

“Need to work on building trust 

with developed nations that we 

will respect their IPR “  

 

Need for  

Investment 

 in R&D  

 

  “We are not touching anything 

new so we need to do research.”  

“We need to invest more in 

research so that new technologies 

can be developed in India.”  

“We must establish better R&D 

units” 

“Even when few novel ideas 

come up, no supporting 

ecosystem is available for those 

prototypes”  

 

5.6 SWOT Insights: How to overcome hurdles, gaps and shortcomings (threats and weaknesses) 
The key THREAT is the fact that currently the “IT sector dominates the INDIAN mindset” (Global as well). 

In order to neutralise this possible impact, it is important to communicate “IT as an ingredient” of the ESDM 

brand.  
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 HELPFUL 

To achieving the objectives 

HARMFUL 

To achieving the objectives 

Internal 

factors 

Strengths 

 Good growth prospects 

 Value for money 

 Consistent quality of product and services 

 Manpower which is capable and economical 

 

Weakness 

 Lack of infrastructure and manufacturing 

facilities 

 We lack latest technology and ability to 

innovate 

 Not much importance given to research 

 More support required from Government  

External 

factors 

 

Opportunities 

 Must leverage on our “Value for money” 

and ample “skilled manpower” associations 

and reinforce communications around these 

 China being perceived “copy cats” and 

question marks over china’s quality can work 

in our favour especially as Indian products 

are perceived to have “stable quality 

Threats  

 On a sectorial level, the threat comes from the 

already dominating IT sector with a long history 

of success 

 On a country level, we are still too behind the 

countries that enjoy the highest mindshare for ESDM 

(China and Japan) and the gap could widen in the 

future unless that buzz is not created for the sector 

 

5.7 Nature of competition among thoughts about ESDM  

 The three most COMMON important attributes that all stakeholders look for while evaluating ESDM in a country are:  

o It must provide technologically superior products,  

o It must have skilled human resource, and  

o It should have world class manufacturing facilities/processes 

 Given this, it is important that at least ONE of these form a part of the broadcasting communication 

message. In addition, it is important that the ESDM sector also performs on that parameter.   

 In addition, there are there are certain attributes which are stakeholder segment specific, which are to be 

used while narrowcasting. 

 Following are the additional three attributes that need to be communicated through a Narrow casting 

media (to respective specific segment). 

o The country must have “Globally renowned products/brand” for  Direct  Engagement, Indirect 

Engagement and Consumers 

o Country must regularly invest in R&D for Direct Engagement, Influencers and Academia. 

o The country must have supportive government Policies for Influencers.  

 
Figure 9: Factors for evaluating ESDM at Country Level  
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5.8 Country Attractiveness Index: India Vs other countries like China, Israel, Taiwan, etc.  

 Earlier we had seen that THREE countries namely Japan, China and India to be the top 3 countries that 

get associated with ESDM sector when we study across sectors. A deeper performance within the ESDM 

sector, using the CAI score (Country Attractiveness Index*) indicates that Japan is way ahead of both 

China and India. However, it is interesting to note that the scores of China & India are fairly close at an 

overall level.  

 On the top three key driving parameters between India & China, India scores significantly lower on 

“World class manufacturing facilities & processes”. 

 Among all parameters, INDIA scores significantly better than China on “Products/services having high 

level of precision” and “Consistency in product quality”. 

 This is similar to the earlier read on INDIA as a country. 

 Clearly talking about “Consistency in product quality” with “Product/Services with high level of 

precision” will be the key task to be communicated over the campaign period.  

 

*NOTE 
Country Attractiveness Index for a Country ‘X’ = SUM (Weighted parameters for that country)  

Weighted parameter A for X = (weight for that parameter OVERALL) x (Average Score for that parameter 

for X) 

 

Country Level Parameters India Japan China 

Technologically superior products     6.26 6.97 6.10 

Skilled human resource     5.26 6.03 5.68 

World class manufacturing facilities/processes     4.57 6.08 5.43 

Trend setters     4.15 4.79 4.44 

Globally renowned products/brand     4.52 5.42 4.91 

Known for technological innovation     4.69 5.93 5.37 

More patents come from this country     4.25 4.85 4.55 

Products/services have high level of precision     4.78 5.28 4.47 

Regular investment in R & D     4.63 5.42 4.96 

Consistency in product quality     5.49 6.07 4.99 

Ease of accessibility of funds     4.27 4.69 4.51 

Favourable import/export policies     4.27 4.88 4.69 

Supportive government policies     4.02 4.81 4.57 

Proven track record over the years in manufacturing     3.82 4.37 4.04 

Currency stability     3.30 3.63 3.44 

Ease of sourcing from the market     3.51 3.55 3.47 

Country attractiveness index 72 83 76 

 
The table illustrates that while India lags behind Japan and China on the overall score, India is able to hold its own as far as 

“Technologically superior products”, “Products/services have high level of precision” and “Consistency in product quality” are 

concerned. 

5.9 Investment Decision Making / Creating a favourable Business Environment 
 

Investment perspective: Stakeholders across segments believe IT/ITeS and Consumer Electronics are likely 

to provide good investment opportunities within the country. Given the restricted knowledge, ESDM/ 

Electronic Hardware Manufacturing as a sector features among the TOP five sectors in the 10 listed.  
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Figure 10: Parameters (in %) relevant for a sector for investment in India  

The top five parameters are more or less consistent across all stakeholder segments, however, for Influencers (“Well established 

ancillaries/supply chain” and “Ease of accessibility to funds”) and Consumers (“Good return on investments”) there are a couple of 

additional parameters which are critical for evaluating attractive investment opportunities in India. 

 

The TOP three most important attributes that are likely to drive ESDM as a sector from an investment 

opportunity point of view include: 

 The prospecting of a “huge growth opportunity” in this sector 

 More opportunity to enter the sector (i.e. low entry barrier for start-ups, encouragement via Government 

incentivization schemes, etc.) 

 Government policies likely to be focused towards the ESDM sector (i.e. favourable import-export 

policies, preferential market access, modified special incentive packages, identification of micro-clusters 

across the country, etc.) 

 

5.10 Specific to stakeholder segment wise drivers include  

 They believe that the entry followed by the future presence of many MNCs in the sector is likely to 

catapult the envisaged growth in this sector. In addition to this; the need for good R&D Facilities that 

help create “High precision & consistent product/service deliverables” are also envisaged. The core 

beneficiaries of these two would drive investment according to Direct  Engagement, Indirect Engagement 

and Academia 

 The influencers envisage “Easy accessibility to funds” as the driver for investment in ESDM. 
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Figure 11: Top of Mind Awareness of ESDM Vericcal 

   

5.11 Competitive context of ESDM as an investment opportunity  
ESDM competes with the Power and Energy Sector and share the 4th Rank (with a score of 88) on sector 

attractive index. At the top is IT/ITeS sector (with a score of 95), followed by Banking & Finance (with a 

score of 91). 

 ESDM’s score is better or at par with other sectors on the following parameters as far as “Huge growth 

opportunity” & “More opportunities” to enter the sector is concerned. 

 In order to leverage this growth opportunity for ESDM, it is important to improve upon (and hence 

communicate) on the relatively more important factors like: 

 Providing more information on the fact that the government policies are going to be more focused 

towards growth of this sector 

 Drive home the message that India is self-sufficient on Indigenous manufacturing capabilities in the 

ESDM sector. 
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Figure 12: Top of Mind Awareness of Sectors known for Good investment opportunities in India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.12 Awareness among ESDM Verticals  

 

 
Figure 13: Segment wise association (%) of Stakeholders for ESDM Verticals  
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Figure 14: Top of Mind Awareness – Business Verticals known for ESDM  

 

 

5.12 Conclusion 

 

Where are we? Situational Analysis/Current Position/ Environmental Scanning 

 Current state of awareness of the ESDM is fragmented. It lacks a “common understanding” of the key 

constituents that make up the electronics manufacturing representation in India.   

 The General environment around the industry is fairly positive about the underlying dormant potential 

and is awaiting a “Macro environmental” support system that would help to systematically tap it. 

 In general, foreign made products are believed to be superior to India made products in the electronics 

sector.  Interestingly, India falls into the top three countries, along with Japan & China that are associated 

with ESDM.  

 There is a strong belief that INDIA is “self-sufficient” in the ESDM sector, i.e. it has adequate internal 

resources as well as enough domestic demand. This makes the ESDM sector investor savvy. It stands 

fourth along with power sector as an investment opportunity sector in INDIA. 

 One of the key highlights is that the INDIAN made products/services are being seen as “Consistent in 

high quality manufacturing”.   

 

What is the state of awareness among Indian industry about state of Electronics manufacturing in India?  

 There is “restricted” level of awareness about the state of electronics manufacturing (ESDM) in India. 

While in its current state there is a strong association with Consumer Electronics/IT/Mobile & Telecom 

industries; the strength of association varies with the stakeholders depending on their consumer facing 

engagements. In other words, it lacks “common understanding” of what ESDM stands for .Therefore, the 

Level of Awareness is restricted to Consumer Electronics, IT and Mobile & Telecom.  
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 It is necessary to communicate that the Electronics industry (ESDM) is much “bigger” than the above 

associations. There are 5 to 6  key business verticals of ESDM like “Information & Broadcasting”, 

“Strategic Electronics”, “Medical Electronics”, “Solar photovoltaic  segment”  and  “Components“ that 

are not even being considered in the context of ESDM. There are two reasons for this low association of 

the above: 

 1)  Lack of critical engagements in these domains  

 2) The respective industry prominence has not been communicated to the stakeholders. 

 

Mapping the market to find State of General Environment in the Industry and among consumers? 

 The general environment on the electronic manufacturing (ESDM) has positive sentiments of “potential 

growth” across all relevant industry segments as well as consumers. The two key expressions that 

germinate from in-depth interviews and quantitative responses indicate two key challenges:  

Challenge 1: India needs to be seen as a manufacturing hub in addition to being an 

assembler for ESDM. 

Challenge 2: Need to improve on R&D capability 

  

 While the need for a proper “Basic Building Block Plan- India needs to be seen as a manufacturing 

hub in addition to being an assembler for ESDM.” & “Need to invest on focused and planned R&D 
efforts” are the key requirements; the manifestations of these differ across key segments as depicted in 

the table below: 

Direct Influencer Academia 

Seen as non-manufacturing and 

more of an assembler 

Unclear of the current and the 

aspiring future position 

Need to bring in private sector 

for the future growth 

Lacks a clear set of building 

blocks/ plan 

Need for a dedicated policy Allow small/ medium companies 

to enter  

   

Need Technological advances 

through R&D 

Need few Road Shows Need to develop R&D 
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6. Analysis and Findings: Target Position 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Stages of Analysis 
 

6.1 Key Communication  

 One factor that will raise the bottom-line is the need to create a “Single window ESDM facility” 

 Given the complexity (width and depth) on the need to understand the ESDM sector by different 

segments, it is advised that the communication be in two pronged:  

 Level 1: Announce (Broadcasting: for width) the presence of a Single window solution supported by 

the government, i.e.,  Through mass media like press/TV business channels   

 Level 2: Engage (Narrow casting: for Depth) the relevant stakeholder/investor thorough 

direct/contact engagement (one-on-one), i.e., Websites, Association handouts, Trade shows, etc. 

 It is envisaged that there be a two pronged approach to raise the bottom-line about possibilities in 

electronics manufacturing and consumption of India Made products. The purpose of the two approaches 

is unique in their functionality. The Broadcasting approach will be used to transmit a consistent message 

across all the stakeholders. Narrowcasting approach will be used to address stakeholder-specific 

reservations and perceptions.  

 

 
Figure:  

 

Figure 16: What the Communication needs to address 
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Figure 17: What exactly to address through the communication 

 

6.2 Broadcasting (common to all the stakeholders) 
The following are the key communication TASKS at hand:  

 Ensure consistency in the understanding of the term ESDM by using consistent and focused 

communication. COMMUNICATE… 

 ESDM is more than IT. Ensure segments like "Automotive Electronics“ , “I&B”, “Strategic 

Electronics”, “Medical Electronics”, “Solar photovoltaic” and “Components”  also being a part of 

ESDM story. 

 Remove the negative perceptions which are associated with ESDM which are common across the 

stakeholder groups. EMPHASISE… 

 "India being a consistent electronics products/services Quality Manufacturing Hub" and not a 

mere “assembly line”. 

 Government is taking initiatives towards this sector 

 Communicate the various steps taken towards strengthening and updating the technology and 

R&D in ESDM 

 Reinforce the existing positives associated across all stakeholders’ w.r.t. opportunities, growth and 

capabilities related to the ESDM sector. REINFORCE…. 

 Fact that ESDM has good growth prospects 

 Amplify the few positive vibes existing (success stories) around ESDM 

o Encourage the existing pool of large human resource 

 

6.3 Narrowcasting  

Addressing the stakeholder specific preferences towards the ESDM sector at Two levels.  

Level 1: Assuring, the “BIGNESS” of ESDM opportunities. 

Level 2: Ground level encouragement of “INVESTMENT” in the “ESDM sector” 
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Figure 18: Level 1- To build the Brand at Country Level 

 

Direct Engagement 

 Globally renowned products /brands: TASK: Highlight the success stories of EXITING ESDM brands 

within the country that have provided Global presence. 

 Regular Investment in R&D: TASK: To keep the pace with technological upgradation and imbibe the 

culture of ESDM innovation in the country 

Indirect Engagement 

 Globally renowned products/brands:  TASK: Assurance that the existing demand of  products of well-

known companies is high 

Influencers 

 Regular Investment in R&D: TASK: Continuous R&D efforts leading to newer technology. 

 Supportive government policies: TASK: Implement DEDICATED ESDM policies with a clear cut long 

term plan  (avoid short term ad-hoc support which will not help build confidence)  

Academia 

 Regular Investment in R&D: TASK: Arrest the relocation of Indian scientists/Scholars from moving out 

of India by providing sufficient opportunities within India though allocation of funds & infrastructural 

development related to ESDM. 

Consumers 

 Globally renowned products/brands: TASK: Induce consumer confidence by promoting “India ESDM 

inside” for durables (Similar to the lines of the world renowned “Intel inside” for computers) 

 

 
Figure 19: Level 2- To promote ESDM as a good investment oppoprtunity in India  

 

Direct Engagement 

 Presence of many MNCs - TASK:- Ensure the presence of large companies including MNCs that will 

inspire confidence in the small/medium start-up companies 
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 Good R&D facilities - TASK:- Facilitate & provide accessibility (knowhow) of the “state-of-the-

art/newer technologies” that are being developed within the country. 

Indirect Engagement 

 Presence of many MNCs - TASK:-Encourage active participation in developing the macro supply-chain 

by MNCs. This will help this segment provide assurance of an existing user/established clientele. 

Influencers 

 Good R&D facilities - TASK: To induce confidence among policy makers & financial investors that 

R&D investment in ESDM would provide “constant” upgradation of technological superiority.  

 Ease of accessibility to funds - TASK:- Make it easier for companies (existing as well new) to start 

business in this sector 

Academia 

 Presence of many MNCs -  TASK:- Promote association of students with well-known/large companies, 

ensuring a steady career with good growth prospects 

 Good R&D facilities TASK: Encourage creativity in driving innovation. Industry support to students by 

providing better access to industrial projects. 

 

6.4 Characteristics of ‘Made in India’ ESDM  

 The “Made in India” ESDM brand should be positioning as a “Building block (DNA) for changing the 

Global Indian Electronic industry destiny”. 

 What will create a PULL across segments is India’s “SELF-SUFFICIENCY”, both in the form of 

capability & capacity i.e. Capacity in the form of India being seen as a country that produces “Consistent 

High quality electronic products/services” and Capability in the form of adequate availability of a large 

pool of “Skilled/trained manpower”  

 The key response should be an increase in the QUALITY of ESDM awareness coupled by the brand 

association as an “enabler” to India’s growth (At least among the manufacturing & investor community) 

 Clearly it should be seen as an enabler for changing India’s Global positioning in the Electronic sector.   

 
Figure 20: Proposed Model of ESDM Brand  

 

At India Level 
The following are the driver of a “Made in INDIA “brand 

1. Technologically superior products (Continuous improvement in technologies leading to “state of the art” 

products) 

2. Skilled human resource (Availability of large pool of  trained manpower) 

3. World class manufacturing facilities/processes 

4. Consistency in product quality 

5. Known for technological innovation 
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6. Globally renowned products/brand 

Performance on these parameters could indicate the confidence to invest in India’s ESDM sector. The above-

mentioned drivers shall be associated with the sector. At present, since “Skilled human resource” and 

“Consistency in product quality” are being positively associated with India, we need to leverage on these. 

 

At Sector Level 
The following are the drivers that would help drive ESDM as a brand - 

1. Government policies focused towards growth in that sector (i.e. favourable import-export policies, 

preferential market access, modified special incentive packages, identification of micro-clusters across 

the country, etc.) 

2. Availability of low priced raw materials (especially to ensure low cost of production) 

3. Good R&D facilities (Which includes publicly funded entities, availability of funds, infrastructure, 

policies to encourage research initiatives, etc.) 

4. Presence of many MNCs (existing MNCs in the sector will induce confidence among small/medium 

players) 

 

Performance on these parameters could indicate the confidence to invest in the ESDM sector from amongst 

the various other investment opportunities in the country.  

1. “There is almost uniform recognition of the growth opportunity that the ESDM sector provides across the 

segments”. 

2. However, there is scope for improvement in the areas of communicating the “Government Policies”, 

“Availability of Raw Materials”, “Good R&D facilities” and “Presence of many MNCs”. 

 

 
Figure 21: Creating Pull for India Engagement 

There are 6 drivers which have been identified at India level, which can pull investments towards the ESDM sector. Out of these 

six drivers, there are two drivers (“Skilled human resource” and “consistency in product quality”) where India is doing well 

already thus giving us an opportunity to leverage on them 
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Figure 22: Building “Confidence” to particapate in ESDM  

At a Sectorial level, there are four areas which must be highlighted to increase the confidence of the various stakeholders to invest in 

the ESDM sector as opposed to any of the other sectors present in our country 

 
6.5 Medium/ periodicity to be used 

 Level of ESDM awareness differs across stakeholders. Hence, it is necessary to use distinct media 

/means for communication  

 For the Doers (Direct Engagement) the role of media is to focus on constant reminders of the elements of 

ESDM through constant/frequent communication. This will help build up the TOP OF MIND 

awareness desired for this segment to help reinforce/build usage of ESDM services. This in addition will 

also lead to recommendation/Word of mouth. 

 For the facilitators & potential torch bearers (Influencers and Academia) the role of media will be to 

allow periodic engagement through participative communication. This will help prioritize 

ESDM sector over other priority sectors, which is important to communicate “What role is ESDM 

going to play in their life?” 

 For the enablers and the users the media challenge is to create ESDM visibility. It is important to communicate 

the presence of ESDM in the key walks of life. The communication media for this segment should be through the 

product/service they are involved in which used ESDM (eg. Durables for consumers).The core communication 

task will be to grab their attention and keep them informed about the basic constituents of  ESDM.  

 

Stakeholder Segments TOM Total Spont Total Awareness 

Direct Engagement 11 35 58 

Influencers 7 31 48 

Academia 9 27 38 

Indirect Engagement 5 17 25 

Consumers 5 12 17 

India Awareness Norms  15% 45% 75% 

  

 Given the media habits of the stakeholder segments, it is clear that the proportion of media distribution 

between broadcasting (mass media) v/s narrowcasting (Segment specific) should be in the approximate 

ratio of 70:30 respectively. 
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       Stakeholder         Top 3 Sources of Information         Most of Informative Source 

 
Figure 23: Suggested Media Spread  

 

Based on the current media habits the following are the possible media options.  

 The purpose of broadcasting is to “Attract and Inform” and the dominant broadcasting media to be used are:  

 Daily Newspapers 

 Business Newspapers 

 Electronic Media (TV)  

 The purpose of narrowcasting is to “Define the role that ESDM will play in their life” and the 

Narrowcasting media to be used are: 

 Electronic Media (Direct Engagement, Indirect Engagement and Consumers) 

 Internet (For Academia and Influencers) 

 Trade fairs (Influencers) 

 

6.6 Made in India ESDM Brand: Benefits to Receiver  

While communicating to the stakeholders there are various benefits which are associated with the receiver of 

these communications. These would mainly be factual and needs to be highlighted while communication. 

The Tangible Benefits can be enumerated as follows:  

 Large potential demand (Increasing demand of electronics for ready consumption within India) 

 Presence of skilled manpower and provide adequate training to them (India has skilled manpower but 

employability can be ensured by ESDM specific trainings)  

 Government support 

 Adequate financial support (Financial institutions would have good business propositions by providing 

support to this sector) 

 Making efforts to improve our manufacturing capabilities 

 Working towards improving our Technology and design capabilities 

 

The Intangible Benefits can be enumerated as follows: 

 Our inherent proven abilities in entrepreneurship and our expertise in IT software development (Our 

success in IT and its growth story can be imbibed for ESDM as well) 
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7. Strategy: How to achieve target position 

 

 
The communication need to be envisaged to attract, engage & reinforce the ESDM brand as being the   

“Building block (DNA) for changing the Global Indian Electronic industry” among the core TG. 

 Different media will be used for different purposes. The purposes, in general, will be of the following 

three types: 

 To attract the stakeholders: Advertising (Newspapers, Electronic Media) and Public Relations 

(Trade fairs, Seminars, Conferences, Road shows) will be used to achieve this objective. 

 To engage the stakeholders: To carry out this task, we shall use Personal Advocacy (Opinion 

leaders, dedicated shows and Word Of Mouth buzz) and Direct Marketing (Newsletters, E-mailers, 

Search Engines) 

 To reinforce the engagement: Government Incentivization (Single-window clearance schemes, 

dedicated relationship officers) is the best way in which to address this purpose. 

 
Figure 24: Action Plan 

 

7.1 Strategy: Media/ Tactical 
Integrated Marketing Communication approach needs to be taken specific to the stakeholder segments: 

 Advertising 

 Publicity 

 Direct Response, and 

 Personal Engagement 
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Figure 25: Preferences of Media Vehicle 

 

7.2 Message 

 Message must be factual e.g. highlighting the future growth potential 

 The Information Content will have a multilayer approach which will be appropriate for certain 

stakeholders (especially Direct engagement segment) who are engaged with ESDM i.e. identifying the 

stages of engagement and communicating at each stage. The message must address “What is in it for 

me?” 

 The following summarise the expected responses and the key segment wise strategies  

 Creating awareness and simultaneously leveraging and strengthening the curent positivity will facilitate 

the ‘ASK’ for ESDM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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7.3 Tone of Voice 

Tone will be informative e.g. initiatives being undertaken by the Government 

 

 
Figure 26: Tone of Voice 

 

7.4 Personas of the Target Audience 
Enumerated below are the personas to whom we are looking to communicate our message to: -  

 

1. Stakeholder: - Student 

Purpose:  - Build her own career in the ESDM sector within India 

Name: - Miss Nishi Doshi 

Age: - 21 years old 

Description: - Nishi is in the 3
rd

 year of her Engineering studies. She is pursuing her B.Tech in 

Electronics Engineering. Her ambition in life is to have a challenging and high growth career which 

will utilize her core competency in Electronics  

 

2. Stakeholder: - Research Institutions 

Purpose: - Be at the forefront of making major Technological breakthroughs which eventually lead to 

India becoming a dominant force in ESDM across the world 

Name: - Mr. Hanif Iqbal 

Age: - 45 years 

Description: - Mr. Iqbal is s senior scientist who spends most of his time in the laboratory at 

SAMEER (Society for Applied Microwave Electronics Engineering and Research) at the IIT 

Bombay campus. He is currently at the forefront of a major Government operation in the field of 

Digital signal Processing. He wishes that India is able to develop some major breakthrough 

technology in the field of Electronics which will put our country on the global map for Electronics. 

 

3. Stakeholder: - Media 

Purpose: - Promote the ESDM sector within the country and showcase the success stories attributed 

to the same so that various stakeholders get excited about the opportunities that exist within this 

sector. 

Name: - Mr. Rajdeep Hardesai 

Age: - 40 years 

Description: - Rajdeep is a senior journalist whose area of expertise lies in the field of Electronics. 

He works for the Times of India Group and truly believes that’s India as a country has more than 

enough potential to do well in the ESDM space and if sufficient encouragement is provided, the 

country’s ESDM sector can grow at a pace which could eventually match the Information 

Technology Sector. Apart from journalism, Rajdeep loves driving fast cars and playing golf 

 

 

4. Stakeholder: -Financial Institutions 
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Purpose: - 

Name: - Mr. Vaibhav Kamdar 

Age: - 40 years 

Description: - Vaibhav works in the Corporate Risk Management department at Siemens Financial 

Services Pvt. Ltd. His job entails carrying out a thorough analysis of all the companies that come to 

Siemens Financial Services for a loan. Vaibhav generally looks at the possible rate of return, the 

industry dynamics, the financial stability of the company and the sector potential while deciding on 

the loans to be given 

  

 

5. Stakeholder: - Faculty 

Purpose: - Guide her students towards realizing their dreams and ambitions of having a successful 

professional career in the ESDM space within India 

Name: - Mrs. Apoorva Sharma 

Age: - 42 years 

Description: - Mrs. Sharma is an associate professor at the Birla Institute of Technology and Science 

Pilani. Her specialization subjects include Modern Control systems, Computer Based Control System 

and Advanced Power Systems.  She is a favourite amongst students who need career advice. Mrs. 

Sharma is also a part of the Placement Wing of the institute and is known to provide career advice to 

students based on various factors like the potential of the sector within India, the growth 

opportunities that are present for the students, the number of companies (Both Indian and Foreign) 

which exist in the sector. 

 

6. Stakeholder: - Product Manufacturer 

Purpose:   Consistency in quality  

Name: - Mr. Sanjay Shah 

Age: - 37 years 

Description: - Mr. Shah owns a proprietorship firm called “Shah & Co.”. The firm was founded by 

Shah (hailing from a family of entrepreneurs) in 1999, manufacturing “general lighting systems”.   

Wanting to do something BIG, but very quality conscious, he adapted the INDIA ESDM support 

system in 2005. Now he feels proud of contributing to the “India growth” by providing Intelligent 

Traffic Systems along with a host of other electronic products for the Government of Maharashtra. 

He is now looking forward for providing these systems in South Africa.  

 

 

7.5 Key Action Points (Media) 

 

To implement recommendations a full service multimedia creative agency will be required to support 

DeitY which will do Media Planning with respect to plan available at DeitY. While this may take some time, 

it is proposed that following activities may be started on an early note. It is proposed to prioritize the 

following activities under: - 

 Short Term Activities (For 2 years, FY 2013 - 2014): - Internet, PR, CRM and Database 

Management and Direct Engagement 

 Long Term Activities (For 5 years, FY 2013 - 2017): - Branding, Electronic and Print 

 

#  Broadcasting Narrowcasting 

1 Branding  Develop a catch line that for the Indian ESDM Brand. It will also be advantageous 

to develop a logo for this brand. 

 The Proportionate representation of broadcasting media (eg TV) to narrowcasting 

media (eg conferences, brochures etc.) should be in the ratio of 70:30.The selection 

of the narrowcasting media should be such that it ensures interaction/participation 

with the brand ESDM.  
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 Publish progress newsletter to communicate the latest updates (recommended 

monthly). 

 

 The 3 talking points for the communication would involve: - 

 

• Good growth prospect – data can be from Factual sources 

• Highlighting the success stories- Amplify the positive vibes around ESDM. 

      • Government Support – Declaring various support systems periodically 

2 Internet   Develop a website exclusively for 

ESDM Brand and let all the issues 

be addressed by this website  

 To engage with direct stakeholders and 

to work around the personal advocacy, 

internet based media such as Search 

Engines, Blogs, Forums and Online 

Articles must be leveraged. 

 Presence on all these web-based media 

has to be constant. While online 

articles can be updated on a monthly 

basis, the blogs and forums have to be 

updated at least weekly to ensure 

engagement with the stakeholders. 

 Further, Search Engine Optimization 

can be carried out to ensure that the 

Government’s ESDM related website 

appears in the generic search results of 

popular search engines (like Google 

and Bing) when specific ESDM related 

terms are typed as search queries. This 

would ensure that the website targets 

respondents seeking information on 

relative topics 

3 Electronic  While we may start with thematic 30 

to 60 sec commercials (on business / 

news channels) to build up the story. 

The story should revolve around 

success stories. A high proportion 

should be dedicated to reminder 10-

15 Sec Ads (minimum reach of 3+). 

This will help build saliency 

measures (Brand/ Ad recall).  

 TV Talk shows: Ensure presence in 

relevant news / business shows. 

Industry veterans talking about latest 

happenings and the implications of 

policies from Government, and their 

possible impact on shaping up the 

future of the ESDM in the country. 

 

4 Print  Advertisements and Advertorials in 

Business Newspapers and B2B 

Magazines 

 

5 PR  To bring in cost effectiveness, it is 

recommended to use PR in the 

context of “ESDM bringing in a 

sense of discipline for ensuring the 
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consistency in product/service 

quality being manufactured in India” 

(and hence creating goodwill to the 

society). 

6 CRM and 

Database 

Management   

  Build an internal system (electronic) to 

track the interaction and participation 

of the TG. The idea behind this is to 

have continuous feedback and 

engagement so that these individuals 

(including Foreign investors and 

Industry Analysts) develop into inner 

circle members for ESDM who will be 

taking and amplifying the updates 

about ESDM. The major role of this 

member will be to guide prospects to 

relevant sources of information for 

ESDM. This helps in propagating India 

ESDM brand at a cluster 

(Zone/Regional) level. This should be 

monitored at minimum of weekly basis 

( preferably daily) 

7 Direct 

engagement  
  Apart from the one on one engagement 

with the large MNCs, at least two 

investor events during the campaign 

period, apart from supporting and 

participation at relevant industry 

forums. The first one is to launch the 

brand ESDM and the last one post 

campaign. If need be an intermittent 

during campaign event could help in 

taking corrective action. 

 Create an agglomerate of leading 

academicians to represent zone/states. 

Invite them to a pre-planned forum/ 

workshop to finalize their requirements 

to promote academia. 

 

7.6 Priority Action Points (Other than Media) 

 

 

1. Creating a “Single Window of Clearance” Mechanism 

There should be an internal dedicated unit or cell which represents all the business verticals, namely:  

Consumer electronics, IT/OA (Computer and Peripherals), Mobile devices, Telecom segment, Automotive 

Electronics, Industrial Electronics, Information and Broadcasting, Strategic Electronics, Medical Electronics, 

Solar Photovoltaic, E-waste management and Component manufacturing segments. 

 

Purpose: 

 Queries are routed to the right associate within DeitY 

 Maintain credentials of success stories in the form of case studies and should be showcased. 
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2. Creating an Education Governance body for developing Talent Pool 
A consortium of institutions needs to be formed, each having a representative with decision making 

capabilities. 

 

Purpose: 

 Devise relevant course material for ESDM which shall help enhance the R&D know-how within the 

country and also increase the Industry-exposure given to students 

 In each of the five zones of the country (North, East, West, South and Central), identify at least one 

representative body /chapter and make that body a brand ESDM Influencer for that particular region 

 Career counselling and seminars must be held at the time when students decide on seeking higher 

education (generally around the months of March-April, especially for 12th Standard students) 

 

3. ESDM expertise for Corporate Investment (MNCs) 
This initiative must be Investor-focused. 

 

Purpose: 

 To help identify and resolve issues related to direct investments 

 Speed up the investment process 

 Focus must be on corporate giants (including foreign MNCs) 
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8. Parameters and tools to measure the effectiveness of the campaign 

Given that the Brand ESDM building campaign is a long term venture, there is a need to have a measure in 

place that helps check intermediately (within a year) the effectiveness of the campaign. The following 

encapsulates various parameters that can be used to measure the effectiveness of the campaign   

 Broader understanding of ESDM associations: ESDM as a brand should connect beyond Consumer 

Electronics/IT/Mobile & Telecom industries. (ref: Table 3.1.1.1  )   

 Engagement with govt. initiatives, policies and vision: Increased Participation of the key stakeholder 

with government’s dedicated efforts for ESDM.   

 Increased usage of “Single window clearance” for new projects: Small and medium size investors 

would find more conducive environment for their investment. Hence, rapid increase in enquiries on new 

project set-ups in the sector needs to be measured. 

 Investment by MNCs: Avid participation of MNCs & their contribution to help building a robust supply 

chain. This in turn must help in increasing the number of enquiries by ancillary units and small-size 

investors in this sector.  

 Outreach to the talent pool: Changes by the virtue of curriculum (i.e. easy access to industrial projects) 

and marked presence of MNCs in this sector would enhance the confidence and interest of young minds 

in this sector and will create employable skilled workforce. This can be measured by positive shift in the 

mindset of the talent pool to opt for a career in the ESDM sector. 

 

 
Figure 27: Expected Response 

 


